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Debonding defects in honeycomb sandwich panels can be detected by visualizing the inside of the structure
nondestructively. However, it is difficult to obtain enough defective product images required for automatic detection
by rule-based methods such as image processing. To solve the problem, we developed an automatic detection
method with the Variational Auto-Encoder, which is a deep learning technique. With this method, even if only nondefective product images can be used as training data, we confirmed that an anomaly detection model could be
generated and that the automatic detection could be performed. In addition, further high-precision detection model
was realized by defining unique loss function in the training phase.

Array probe

1. Introduction
Honeycomb sandwich panels are commonly used in aircraft
parts for weight reduction. The panels are manufactured
mainly by bonding face sheets, made of composite material,
and a hollow columnar honeycomb core, made of aluminum
or other foil. If a face sheet separates from the honeycomb
core due to damage from outside or a manufacturing defect,
the strength and stiffness of the structural member are
reduced. For this reason, nondestructive inspection
techniques are used to detect debonding defects. A typical
inspection technique is ultrasonic testing, with the pulse
echo method being commonly used. This involves ultrasonic
waves being emitted from an ultrasonic probe set on the
material surface and being reflected from any defect existing
in the material. When these waves are received, their intensity
and arrival time provide information about the defect.
Honeycomb sandwich panels can be inspected by using
changes in the intensity of the reflected ultrasonic waves that
occur depending on the presence or absence of the
honeycomb core at the adhesive interface between the face
sheet and honeycomb core. Recently, a combination of the
phased array method(1), which uses an array probe that
contains multiple ultrasonic wave sensors, and a signal
processing technology called the total focusing method
(TFM)(2) has enabled imaging in which the focus can be set
to any point in the structure. Figure 1 shows an example of
ultrasonic testing of honeycomb sandwich panels.
Figure 2 shows an example of imaging of the adhesive
surface using ultrasonic testing. A debonding defect was
artificially inserted. The whiter the area shows, the higher
the intensity of the received ultrasonic waves is. Areas with
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Fig. 1 Example of ultrasonic testing of honeycomb sandwich panel
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Fig. 2 Ultrasonic echo image of honeycomb sandwich panel and
its defects

good bonding are indicated in black, corresponding to low
intensity, because ultrasonic waves are transmitted to the
honeycomb core via the adhesive surface. When the adhesive
surface is in good condition, it reflects a regular honeycomb
pattern, giving a visual representation in which white dots
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are arranged regularly and separately from each other.
However, if a debonding defect is present, an irregular
pattern is observed, in which neighboring dots blur and
merge into each other. The inspector checks this image
visually to detect debonding defects, but there is strong
demand for the inspection process to be automated. This is
because the characteristics relating to use of structural
members often make the inspection area large and inspection
takes considerable time. However, the properties of the
image depend greatly on the condition of the contact between
the ultrasonic array probe in Fig. 1 and the inspection target,
and on the internal condition of the structural member. It is
therefore difficult to conduct the inspection automatically
because of difficulty in defining defects using common rulebased image processing approaches, such as filtering and
shape detection. In addition, the number of defective
products is generally much smaller than that of non-defective
products, so that inability to collect sufficient detection
target data is a problem.
This paper describes an anomaly detection model which
enables the defect detection from honeycomb pattern images.
This model was developed using deep learning, which makes
it possible to solve target tasks with a flexibility close to that
of humans, and which has been expected to have applications
in the manufacturing industry in recent years. Specifically,
honeycomb pattern images were reconstructed by an
unsupervised learning method called the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE), which does not require defective product data,
with any change occurring in the process of reconstruction
being detected as a defect. For this task, this paper also
proposes a new loss function for conventional training
methods, with the aim of enhancing detection model accuracy.

2. Anomaly detection using deep learning
2.1 Supervised and unsupervised learning methods
If it is possible to define defect data, for this study, an object
detection approach can be selected as a supervised learning
method. Typical object detection approaches include
R-CNN(3), SSD(4), and YOLO(5). Figure 3 shows an example
of output for defect detection using R-CNN. For this training,
100 dummy defect images were created by image editing.
Object detection is multi-task processing by which the
location of the object (bounding box), class of the object,
and a confidence score for classifying the object as in that
class (0.0 to 1.0) are output at the same time. For example,
only one class is used in Fig. 3 because defect is the only
Confidence score (0.0 to 1.0)
1.0

1.0

(Note)

1.0

: Location of object (bounding box)

Fig. 3 Output example with object detection method (R-CNN)
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classification. In general, this method has the advantage of
being able to detect defects directly and accurately, but also
has the disadvantage of not being able to deal with changes
in the definition of the defect when manufacturing conditions
for the product change, so that training data needs to be
collected again.
Unsupervised learning methods are generally used for
clustering to extract regularities from the input data, and
typically include the k-means method and self-organizing
map. An advantage is that because only non-defective
product data is handled, the learning model is allowed to
learn the range of normal data, making it easy to deal with
unexpected defects. However, it is also necessary to note the
disadvantage that if the data learned by the model lacks
diversity, then the range of normal data becomes narrow,
resulting in frequent false detection. Because images are
handled in this study, an approach was selected that is
capable of generating images — typified by Auto-Encoder(6)
and AnoGAN (Anomaly Detection with Generative
Adversarial Networks)(7) — and Auto-Encoder was selected
in consideration of the number of non-defective product data
we have for performing training.
2.2 Anomaly detection using Auto-Encoder
Auto-Encoder is not a technique dedicated to anomaly
detection. It was originally used to learn initial parameter
values as a means of addressing the vanishing-gradient
problem, which was a problem with multi-layered networks(6),
and is one of the techniques that formed the foundation of
the present third AI boom. Currently, Auto-Encoder is used
mainly for dimensional compression and generative models.
Figure 4 shows a simple three-layered Auto-Encoder
network model. It has the following three features:
(1) The model is trained so that the input and output are
the same.
(2) It has an arrangement of symmetric layers called the
encoder and decoder.
(3) In the intermediate layers, the encoder, which can
obtain more dimensionally compressed representations
called latent variables than the input, performs
dimensional compression, and the decoder functions as
a generative model for the new image.
Figure 5 shows an anomaly detection method using AutoEncoder. Using only non-defective product images for
training allows the encoder to extract the features of nondefective products as latent variables, and the decoder to
restore non-defective product images based on those
variables. Consequently, if a defective product image is
given to the trained model as input, it is eventually converted
to a non-defective image and produced as output. At this
time, an image highlighting the defective area can be
obtained by extracting the differences between the input and
output, so that anomaly detection can be performed with any
appropriate type of post-processing.
2.3 Anomaly detection by VAE
The following gives an overview of VAE, which performs
anomaly detection in the same manner as Auto-Encoder.
Figure 6 shows a network model of VAE. A major feature in
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Fig. 5 Anomaly detection mechanism by Auto-Encoder
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Fig. 6 VAE network model

comparison to Auto-Encoder is that VAE uses a probability
distribution to represent latent variables. The input is not
directly converted to latent variables; instead, based on the
assumption that the latent variables are sampled from a
certain probability distribution, the encoder calculates the
mean and variance. However, with latent variable sampling,
error back-propagation is not possible during model training.
Therefore, an approximation expression like Equation (1) is
used (Reparametrization Trick(8)).

z = μ + eσ2 ............................................................... (1)
z : Latent variable
μ : Mean
σ : Standard deviation
e : Sampling from a normal distribution with a
		 mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1
With Auto-Encoder, an input image is deterministically
converted to latent variables, and it is difficult to understand
the structure of the data space that those variables create.
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With VAE, however, latent variables are limited to a
probability distribution structure, and therefore, those that
are close to each other in the probability distribution have
similar feature values and provide similar images when
processed by the decoder. For this reason, with VAE, it is
easy to create continuously changing images. Chapter 3
reports the results obtained by developing a VAE model and
applying it to honeycomb pattern images.

3. Experimental results
3.1 Training data
Figure 7 shows examples of honeycomb pattern images of
non-defective products used for training. The total number
of images was 1 200, each being a gray scale image consisting
of 128 × 128 pixels. These images were obtained by dividing
an ultrasonic visualization image of a honeycomb sandwich
panel with a certain size into multiple images, and then
upsampling them to the specified size. Too fine division
results in inputting an image showing only a white blurred
area when a large defective area was evaluated. Therefore, in
order to obtain a sufficient number of training data sets, the
scale was adjusted so that one image contained seven to
eight honeycomb cells.
(a) Sample 1

(b) Sample 2

(c) Sample 3

(Note)

(d) Sample 4

Number of pixels : 128 × 128 pixel

Fig. 7 Examples of training data sets
(a) Encoder

3.2 Construction model and training
Keras(9), which is an open-source deep learning library, was
used as the framework for implementation. Figure 8 shows
the structure of the VAE network model that was developed.
Because the images handled were relatively simple, the
structure of both the encoder and decoder consisted of a
stack of only two or three convolutional and fully connected
layers. The kernel size of the convolutional layers was 7 × 7
pixels. The latent variables were vectors of 32 dimensions,
and the probability distribution was normal. The numbers of
batches and epochs during training were 32 and 30,
respectively. As a loss function, Equation (2), which is
commonly used for VAE, was adopted.
Ltotal = Lrecon + LKL .................................................... (2)
Lrecon
=
=
LKL

∑ {− p log q − (1 − p) log(1 − q)} .............. (3)
1
∑ ( −2σ + μ 2 + σ 2 − 1) .............................. (4)
2

Ltotal : Loss function
Lrecon: Reconstruction loss due to cross entropy
				between pixels (differences between input
				 and output images for entire model)
LKL		 : Kullback-Leibler distance (scale that represents
				 the degree of consistency between the latent
				 variable probability distribution and normal
				 distribution [mean: 0, standard deviation: 1]).
				RMSProp(10) was used as the optimization
				algorithm.
p			 : Pixel value of input image
q			 : Pixel value of output image
μ			 : Mean vector of probability distribution for
				latent variable sampling
(b) Decoder
z = μ + εσ 2, ε – N(0, 1)

z
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Fig. 8 Architecture of constructed VAE network model
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σ			: Standard deviation vector of probability
				 distribution for latent variable sampling
3.3 Inference results
Figure 9 shows the results of inference for evaluation data
sets having the same format as the training data. Defects
were artificially introduced into the honeycomb sandwich
panel. From the non-defective product images, it can be seen
that the reconstructed images, which constitute the output of
the model, have almost the same pattern, number of
honeycomb cells, and honeycomb size as the input images.
When an image containing a defect is input, the reconstructed
image, from which the defect has been removed, shows only
the normal honeycomb pattern because the model does not
possess feature representation of the defect. This is
advantageous for obtaining an image in which only the
defect is highlighted when differences between the input and
output of the model are extracted.
However, there were some cases in which, when an image
containing a defect was reconstructed, not only the defect
image was removed, but also the features of the original
honeycomb pattern were lost (bottom of Fig. 9-(b)).
Chapter 4 proposes a method of mitigating this problem.

in the input and output images but also the gradient between
neighboring pixels, and added a shape feature value to the
loss function (Equation (5))(11). Equation (6) shows the terms
that appear in the shape feature value equation.
Ltotal = Lrecon + LKL + Lshape ....................................... (5)

4. Improvement of VAE using shape feature
value

5. Conclusion

1   ∂p ∂q 
 ∂p ∂q  
 LH  ,  + LH  ,  
∑
2   ∂x ∂x 
 ∂y ∂y  
LH ( s, t ) = -s log t - (1- s ) log (1- t ) ....................... (6)
Lshape : Shape feature value
x				: Horizontal pixel position in image
y				: Vertical pixel position in image
Figure 10 shows the results of inference after re-training
with the shape feature value added to the loss function. From
the figure, it can be seen that with conventional VAE, when
a defect is contained in an input image, the honeycomb
pattern is deformed in the reconstructed image, but with the
proposed method, the features of the honeycomb pattern are
maintained. Therefore, for anomaly detection using
differences between the input and output, more accurate
extraction of defects is possible, and improved detection
performance can therefore be expected.
Lshape =

We developed a non-defective product training model using
VAE with the aim of automatically detecting debonding
defects from the ultrasonic visualization images of
honeycomb sandwich panels. We confirmed that debonding
defect images can be obtained by extracting the differences
between the input and output of the model after training. In
addition, we added a new evaluation term, the shape feature

Conventional Auto-Encoder and VAE use the cross entropy
between the input and output pixels as a term of the loss
function to represent restoration error during training (1st
term in Equation (2)). To prevent the loss of the original
honeycomb pattern and appearance of a pattern not contained
in the original image, we evaluated not only individual pixels
(a) Non-defective product
Input

Output

(b) Defective product
Input

Output

The honeycomb pattern is not restored.

Fig. 9 Inference results
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(a) Input

(b) Output
(c) Output
(Conventional method)
(Proposed method)

This case shows the clearest improvement
with the proposed method (the honeycomb
pattern in the defective area is restored).

Fig. 10 Improvement of honeycomb pattern reconstruction by the proposed method with defective image input

value, to the loss function for training, resulting in
improvement in quality of the reconstructed images used for
detection. These results allowed us to expect to improve
detection performance. Going forward, we are aiming to
develop post-processing techniques for quantitatively
evaluating the size and severity of defects and to utilize these
techniques at manufacturing sites.
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